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What is Post Polio Syndrome?
by Laine King

Post Polio Syndrome (PPS) refers to a range of symptoms experienced by the polio survivor.

Symptoms include:

Chronic fatigue including physical tiredness and brain fatigue
Muscle and joint problems including, muscle weakness, pain in muscles and joints, post exercise
fatigue, changes in gait and increased tendency to fall, cramps and muscle twitching



Respiratory problems including breathlessness on exertion, spontaneous breathlessness, respiratory
infection and sleep apnoea, cramps and muscle twitching requiring new use of splints walking aids and
wheelchairs
Swallowing and speech difficulties of intermittent nature.
Dr. Bruno of the Post Polio Institute, Englewood Hospital and Medical Centre (New Jersey), reported
that fatigue is the most commonly reported, debilitating symptom of Post Polio Syndrome. He found
that 91% of polio survivors reported new or increased fatigue, 41% reported fatigue significantly
interfering with performing or completing work, and 25% reported fatigue interfering with self care
activities.

Brain fatigue includes problems with concentration, attention and memory. MRI scans reveal the
presence of ‘white spots’ in the brains of polio survivors which relate to such cognitive and
neurological problems.

What causes Post Polio Syndrome?

Research shows that several causes favour the development of PPS.

Working together these are:

The polio virus

The virus damaged more motor neurons than was realised at the time of the infection. For those who
experienced paralysis, 90% of nerve cells in the spinal cord were damaged by the virus and half of
those died. These damaged neurons sent out new sprouts to turn on muscle fibres enabling many polio
survivors to walk again. However these surviving neurons become less able to deal with the demands
placed on them and so are less able to manufacture acetylcholine.

Furthermore, Dr. Bruno of the Post Polio Institute, Englewood Hospital and Medical Centre (New
Jersey), has shown that the production of chemicals in the brain is also disrupted by the polio virus
giving rise to cognitive problems – particularly under stress.

The Type A personality

Polio survivors tend to push themselves to the limit and neglect the need for rest thereby contributing
further damage to an already weakened and ageing nervous system.

Survivors of polio pushed themselves physically and mentally to recover from polio and often over
exercised their weakened muscles to the point of exhaustion. They can no longer afford to do this.

Other causes such as the effects of low blood sugar, medical treatment and ageing on weakened
neurons – all play a part in the development of PPS

COWGIRL

by Virginia Alexander

You ask me why I have them there
Like trophies on the wall
Remnants of my childhood
the barn, the cow, the doll.

A picture shows a little cowgirl
smiling back at me.



The cowboy hat, the boots, the guns,
an idyllic childhood scene.

I gave the question a lot of thought
and then, one day, I saw.
This was the end of my childhood.
Then Polio came to call.

The little cowgirl grew up
too fast,
she limps now and uses a cane.
Her nights are spent in sleepless hours.
Aching and worn with pain.

So I choose to hold on to those memories,
the icons of the good times. I'll cherish them all,
with the innocence of that little cowgirl,
Before Polio came to call.

Virginia Alexander
copyright 2015
Polio class of 1957

The Rotary Battle against Polio is Not Yet Under Control

By Walt Berhalter

Some years ago I was an officer with Rotary and tried to highlight PPS. I drafted the following for
circulation and recently ran across it. The references are still good and might be of some value here as
well.
(I hope this links through OK)
The Rotary Battle against Polio is not yet under control.

There is a second front of education and support that needs to be told.

Only YOU can tell the story: Here are the facts…..

The World Health Organization estimates there are up to 20,000,000 survivors of poliomyelitis living in
the world today.

Preliminary numbers from a National Health Interview Survey (1996) estimate that there are 1,000,000
survivors of polio in the United States.

Of the 1,000,000 survivors of polio in the United States, 450,000 are living with the effects of
permanent paralysis, ranging from unequal leg lengths resulting in a limp to paralysis of the breathing
muscles resulting in the use of a ventilator.

Research suggests that 120,000-180,000 polio survivors may be developing "post-polio syndrome."
The diagnosis is based on the following general criteria: prior episode of paralytic polio; period of
functional stability; gradual or abrupt new weakness usually accompanied by the health problems listed



above; exclusion of other medical, orthopedic, and neurologic conditions that may cause the same
symptoms.

In 1987, the Social Security Administration acknowledged the late effects of poliomyelitis and issued
criteria for the evaluation of the ability of polio survivors to continue employment in its Program
Operations Manual System (POMS). The listing number is DI 24580.010E.3.
On July 1st, 2003, the Social Security Administration updated the listing. It is now called DI 24580.010
Evaluation of Postpolio Sequelae.

Polio survivors are also susceptible to all the other diseases that affect the general population. One
study revealed that 35% of the individuals complaining of post-polio problems had another medical
condition such as diabetes; other secondary conditions included obesity and elevated cholesterol.

In treating other conditions, polio survivors should be aware that the side effects of some medications
are weakness and fatigue; taking those medications can noticeably increase post-polio symptoms. Also,
the recovery time after injury, surgery, and other illnesses is reported by polio survivors to be longer.

Many survivors express concern over the lack of knowledge and adequate assistance from medical
professionals about issues related to poliomyelitis. Through the networking efforts of many, more
professionals are gaining expertise and do provide sound advice. However, polio survivors must
educate themselves, be resourceful, and work in collaboration with open-minded health professionals.

I have PPS but there are thousands more that need your help more than I.

Exercise, Yeah or Nay
by Millie Malone Lill

Yesterday was our monthly polio meeting in Omaha. We discussed whether we should or should not
exercise. The old mantra was Use it or Lose it, while today's is Conserve to Preserve. There are valid
arguments on each side.

If you just lie in bed, doing nothing, day after day, you will become deconditioned and lose strengh.
However, if you go to the gym every day and exercise till you are exhausted, you will burn out your
remaining neurons and will be unable to function at all. How do I know this? A friend of mine, a polio
survivor decided she could beat polio by becoming a weight lifter, a body builder. She worked hard,
she ate what she was told was the proper diet for body building. She looked great, as muscular as
anyone could possibly aim for. For awhile. Then PPS came along, she had no more neurons in her
body and she had to become a full time wheelchair user.

Depending on how many neurons the polio virus attacked when it shot gunned throughout your body,
you may actually have a muscle here or there that was not damaged or not damaged very much. I have
no idea how you would go about finding that one lonely muscle that could be strengthened. My arms,
for instance, used to be very strong. I could carry a 50 lb sack of fertilizer, corn seed, or bean seed with
little or no difficulty, even considering that that 50 lbs was nearly half my own weight. My doctor at
the time insisted that I get a stationary bike and ride it under tension for 45 minutes every day, 5 days a
week. I did that until I realized that if I rode the bike that day, I could do nothing else. Nothing. I was
exhausted. The end result was a damaged quad in my thigh that now makes it impossible for me to lift
my foot off the ground when seated. I can no longer lift a baby onto my lap, even a fairly small one.



I use my power chair, but not 100% of the time. I can still walk, and I want to be able to continue to be
able to do that, at least in my apartment. I have been told to keep my steps down to under 2000 a day,
less being preferable to more. Well, I'm certainly not going to waste those precious steps on going
down the hall to pick up my mail or going to the garage to get my car. Nope. I use those to take care
of myself in my apartment. Cooking, doing laundry, picking up after myself and my ever so helpful
little dog, these activities are my exercise. I might even say that I do a bit of weight-lifting, whenever I
push myself out of my recliner. According to my favorite doctor, Dr. Bruno, my daily activities are
probably enough to keep me from losing all function. Remember, whatever a polio survivor does,
activity-wise, takes 3 times the energy as it would an able bodied person.

My advice to my polio surviving friends is this: Embrace your inner lazy person. I am not worried that
you will do too little. I've never met a polio survivor who was truly lazy, although I've met hundreds
that are hard driving Type As. Become as efficient as you can, but if it takes you more than 10 minutes
to recover from something you are doing, consider doing a bit less of that. Work a little, rest a little. If
it hurts to do something, quit doing it. Do not exercise till you are exhausted. Quit before you are
really tired. This is a recording.

WEB CORNER
Part time jobs working from home:
https://themighty.com/2019/04/work-from-home-part-time-jobs-april/?
utm_source=newsletter_chronic_illness&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_chronic_illn
ess_2019-04-08

A wheelchair user's guide to the 9/11 museum
http://spintheglobe.net/dir/2019/04/05/a-wheelchair-users-guide-to-the-accessible-9-11-memorial-and-
museum/

5 things everyone should know about chronic illness
https://themighty.com/2019/04/comedian-josh-pray-facebook-video-chronic-illness/?
utm_source=newsletter_chronic_illness&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_chronic_illn
ess_2019-04-05

Able Chair allows wheelchair users to stand, walk and more
https://www.transfermaster.com/blog/view-post/AbleChair-Enables-Wheelchair-Users-to-Stand-Walk-
and-More?
utm_source=toppostsemail&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=RWL_WeeklyEmail&utm_source=
Rolling+Without+Limits+Blogger+Interest+List&utm_campaign=66de348cc3-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_04_03_03_53&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0fa4c5b7d0-
66de348cc3-14495409

Health officials increasingly alarmed by polio like illness

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/afm-illness-alarms-health-officials_n_5ca39010e4b0f2df8669fc93

AFM requires galvanized research response

https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/acute-flaccid-myelitis-requires-galvanized-research-
response



Guidelines for treatment of Diabetes in older adults

https://www.endocrine.org/guidelines-and-clinical-practice/clinical-practice-guidelines/diabetes-in-
older-adults

Retaining dignity during medical treatments

https://ingawellbeing.com/get-well-gift-for-men/

The Wheelchair Recycler

http://wheelchairrecycler.org/

Accessible Home Modifications

https://www.mobilityworks.com/blog/accessible-home-modifications/?
utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=paid-social&utm_content=accessible-home-
modifications&utm_campaign=Facebook+Boosted+Blogs

Other Disability Related Newsletters

https://paper.li/postpolionews/1291300268?edition_id=7c9dbcf0-4cd8-11e9-9bab-0cc47a0d1609#/

https://www.papolionetwork.org/newsletter.html

https://paper.li/e-1452749534#/

http://www.post-polio.org/

https://www.polioaustralia.org.au/

http://www.postpoliosupport.com/summaries.html

https://polioepic.org/

http://snapsnv.org/

A LITTLE BIT OF HUMOR

Phone Call from a Friend

I just got off the phone with a friend in North Dakota . He said that since early this morning the snow
has been nearly waist high and is still falling. The temperature is dropping below zero and the north
wind is increasing. His wife has done nothing but look through the kitchen window all day. He says
that if it gets much worse, he may have to let her in.


